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Introduction

Not too long after my first gay romance novel was published, I joined Goodreads. Soon after that, I 
was introduced to the M/M Romance Group. It was fun getting to know the readers and writers there, 
but the real fun began with the Hot Summer Days event taking place the summer of 2011. I was 
honored to be a participant that year. I fell in love with a beautiful picture and this prompt from group 
member Harper:

Dear Author,

Where is this guy? What’s he looking at, I wonder? And is that guy down the hall watching him 
with longing? Maybe he’s been too shy to make his move before now. Maybe he’s trying to build up his 
courage. So, what do you think? Can you help the shy little guy get his happy ending? 

I had so many ideas from that inspiring prompt, I couldn't capture all I felt was possible before the
stories had to be turned in. My short story, Starting Over, was sweet and the boys were content, but I
was sure there was more to the story. Within a few months of the Hot Summer Days anthologies being
published, I began working on the story again, intent on telling James and Kurt's story the way I'd
imagined it from the beginning. The Strength of a Man is the story I wanted to tell the first time around,
more than twice the length of the original story and with more raw emotion and depth than I thought
was possible. I want to thank the M/M Romance Group for giving me the platform and Harper for the
idea. And you, the reader, for allowing me to share this story with you.

https://www.goodreads.com/group/show/20149


Chapter One

Before Kurt Dennings saw the figure a few feet down the hall, he felt the eyes trace over him with
deliberate purpose, until he could no longer ignore the feeling of being watched, measured. Glancing to
the side, he acknowledged his teammate with a small nod before returning his focus to the window in
the wall before him and the men swimming in the pool in the next room. Long, lithe bodies glided
through the water in the Olympic size pool, the only sounds in the room the rhythmic splashing of arms
and legs moving in sync. 

Kurt took a deep breath and sighed. If everything ended today, this is what he would miss most. The
soothing sounds of swimmers gliding through the water. The way lights from beneath the pool's surface
painted the room in soft hues of teal. The feeling that if he swam hard enough or dove deep enough, he
could soothe the empty, gnawing ache that yawned beneath the surface, allowing him to feel whole for
moments at a time.

There were probably any number of good reasons James Theard was watching him. The most likely
that he was working up the nerve to tell Kurt he could be sitting out the first match. Practice had been
over for fifteen minutes and most of his teammates had hit the showers and cleared out. Kurt had
stayed behind to watch the other three men on the 400 meter freestyle relay team swim laps when
James  had  disappeared  into  the  locker  room.  Their  coach  had  emerged  a  few  minutes  later,  his
trademark bright smile absent as he nodded at Kurt on the way to his office.

After tryouts, Coach Davis had said he would need to work on his weak spots. He hadn't mentioned
anything in the weeks since, except to give Kurt a few pointers about his hand positions. That didn't
mean the captain of the team would let things slide. The first match was still weeks away and Kurt
knew what that meant: James would go after another record to join the distinctions he'd earned his first
two years at NYU and their coach would evaluate whether Kurt was ready to join the ranks of the
NCAA athletes on the team or be reduced to handing out towels between dives. He hadn't been strong
in practice lately. Had, in fact, thrown a few other people off their times with his clumsy turns. So, if
this was the last time he'd attend practice as a full member of the team, he understood. 

But understanding didn't make it easier. Kurt felt his stomach tighten as James approached. He
leaned against the wall next to Kurt and crossed his arms over his chest.

“You got a little time?”
Kurt turned to him. James's hair had almost dried since practice had ended. The short, thick strands

stood around his head in clumps. Dark lashes fanned around his blue-green eyes, making it appear as if
he were wearing eyeliner. His mouth was set in a flat line, the full bottom lip pressed hard as he waited
for Kurt's answer.

“Yeah. I don't have anymore classes today.”
“Good,” James responded. “There's a few things we need to go over.”
Kurt nodded before dropping his head. “James, you really don't have to do this. If Coach doesn't

want me on the team anymore, I can—” 
“Why wouldn't he want you on the team?” James asked, interrupting. His voice was sharp and his

dark brows drew together, forcing a deep crease between his eyes.
God, he's really going to draw this out, isn't he? Kurt shrugged, his eyes dropping from the gaze

that  probed his.  “I'm not  pulling  my weight.  I'm holding you all  back.”  There  was defeat  in  that
whisper, but Kurt couldn't help feeling the swim and dive team would be better off without him. It
wouldn't be the first time someone felt he was expendable. The way things had been going lately, he
was sure every person he met would feel that way about him eventually.

“I  don't  know where  you'd  get  that  idea,  but  you're  not  holding us  all  back.  It's  nothing that
dramatic, you just need to refine your technique,” James said.



Kurt shrugged. “My dad's  part  of the reason I'm on the team. He and Coach Davis have been
friends for a while.” And without Colonel Dennings around to wield his considerable influence, Kurt
was struggling just to keep pace with everyone else. The dead weight would have to be cut before he
took the team down with him.

“That's ridiculous. Besides that you helped your team reach the state championships three years
running, Coach Davis wouldn't have taken you if he didn't see potential. You're not just some pity case
he took on as a favor to a friend. He wouldn't let the team down that way.”

The words were harsh, but James's tone left no room for argument. Still,  there was always the
chance he didn't know the whole story. Captain or not, he was just another student. Kurt shook his
head. “I'm not the strongest backstroke swimmer. He said he'd help me build up that part, as long as I
stayed strong in breast  stroke and freestyle relay.  I figured he didn't  make exceptions like that for
anyone else.”

There was a long pause before James said quietly, “He did for me. My weakness was the breast
stroke, actually. He worked with me my freshman year until I was on par with the rest of the team.”
Kurt  also  heard  what  James  wasn't  saying.  He'd  improved so  much,  he'd  set  a  school  record  the
previous season, knocking down a time that had been set  thirty years previous. Kurt doubted time
would show the same results in his case.

 “That's why I needed to see you,” James continued. “Coach Davis wants me to work with you one-
on-one until we get you where you need to be for the first match. You could be one of the strongest all-
around swimmers we have. We're counting on you to place in the first meet.” James glanced through
the window to the pool that lay beyond. “Pool's empty. We can start now.” 

Without waiting for a response from Kurt, he pushed through the door that led into the next room
and hopped into the shallow end of the pool. Kurt followed slowly, relief easing some of the tension in
his shoulders and back. After slipping into the water, he turned to face James, clutching the edge of the
pool as he kicked to warm up his muscles.

James was shorter than Kurt by several inches, but years more swimming experience and time in
the gym had given him a slightly more muscular physique, enabling him to push himself through the
water in an effortless way Kurt envied. As Kurt reacclimated to the water, James took the opportunity
to float on his back and paddle a few yards away. He motioned for Kurt to join him.

“I've been watching you for a little while now and I think I know what the problem is,” James said.
Kurt frowned. I'm hopeless? 
James crossed his arms over his chest and eyed Kurt as if he could read his mind. The reflection of

the light from the water gave his aquamarine eyes a soft blue glow, but his stern expression hinted he
would have little tolerance for Kurt's self-defeating attitude. Kurt smiled, hoping to soften the glare.

“You're tensing up just before you go into turns, which slows you down too much. Also, you're
holding your hands at the wrong angle, when you should be arching your wrists like this,” James said,
using his hands to demonstrate. “Actually, the next part would be better with a demonstration. Float on
your back.”

“Are you serious?” Kurt asked.
“If you'd like to stay on the team, it would be in your best interest to take this seriously,” James

responded.
Kurt sighed, then closed his eyes before falling back to float in the pool. He started when one of

James's hands moved to cover his stomach and opened his eyes.
“Your energy should be focused here,” James said. He moved his hand down, until it grazed the top

of Kurt's black swim trunks. “The only part of your body that should tense before you turn is the
muscles here, when you take a breath.”

He held Kurt on the surface of the water, one hand at the small of his back, the other flat on his
stomach as he described the best way to move his arms through the water. For his part, Kurt barely
heard anything James said because his focus was centered on the other man's hands touching him. It



was impersonal, downright clinical if Kurt was to be honest, but there was something to the way James
held him that felt strangely intimate, as if every light touch on his body sent a small message to Kurt's
mind that whispered all manner of confidences, none of which came close to the professional distance
the team captain was displaying as he spoke.

In short, Kurt was beginning to lose his mind. Pushing James's hands away, he stood and took a few
shaky steps back. James took no notice of his behavior as he continued his lecture.

“The other issue I've noticed is with your turns. You've got this strange way of going into the
dolphin kick.” James's hand slid to the small of Kurt's back. “I think you're loosening up too much
here, which makes your bottom half drop as you come out of the turn and then you lose speed. What
you need to do is tighten up here,” he moved his other hand in a circle over Kurt's stomach, “and here
during the turn and hold it until you're back in position, with your legs tight. I'll show you.” He released
Kurt, who then breathed a sigh of relief before taking another step back. He watched James swim with
the awe he always felt in watching someone more talented display his skill. “Ready to try it again?”
James asked after he emerged from the water.

Kurt nodded then attempted to follow what James had told him when he'd been too distracted to
give the explanation his full attention. At James's disapproving frown, Kurt swore under his breath.

“I'm not going to get it, am I?” He rolled his eyes. “You should give up on me now.”
“You're too impatient. It would be nice if you'd just relax and follow instructions,” James said. “I

learned that during my first swimming lesson.”
Kurt issued a short bark of laughter. The sound was high and brittle to his ears. “When was that?

When you were two? You swim like you were born in water.”
“Four. And my mother was scared of the idea of water birth.” James waded away from the edge of

the pool. “You're a strong swimmer, you just lock up at the wrong moment and don't use your muscles
and height to your advantage.” He paused and seemed to consider before he went on. “And as much as
I'd like to, I can't make you believe you can do this. It's not as hard as you're making it. Is something
else going on?”

Kurt frowned and looked down, just making out the blurry outline of his feet in the water. He
thought of all the things he couldn't bring himself to talk about. The letter he'd left on the table at home.
The tearful call from his mother asking if his sudden decision to be gay was a sick joke. His father
snatching the phone and threatening to disown him if he didn't get some help. The silence from his best
friends before he finally gave up waiting for a response to his emails.  No, nothing was going on.
Nothing he could discuss with a relative stranger.

“No,” Kurt said finally. He pressed his lips together and crossed his arms over his chest. He needed
to get out of the water. He was cold all over.

James nodded. “Fair enough.” He paused, moved as if to touch Kurt's shoulder, then returned his
arm to the water at his side. “Whatever the reason, I can tell you're not focused. And if I can tell, Coach
Davis has known for a while and won't let it slide for much longer.” He paused and searched Kurt's
face. 

Kurt avoided his eyes, all at once feeling short of breath and naked, as if James's scrutiny could
force him to confess his darkest sins and confront the demons who'd stolen his peace of mind. It would
be so easy to confide in him, this stranger who was in no position to judge. But as much as Kurt wanted
to find one person who could listen and understand, what he wanted more was to take back the last few
weeks of his life and find a way to cocoon the wounded part of himself from being hurt again. It was a
child's wishful thinking, but there it was. He wanted to turn back time and make his parents love him
again. He wanted to pretend his confession had been a nightmare that ended before his parents returned
home from seeing him off to school. He wanted to be a son they could love, if it meant he didn't have to
be alone in the world.

He looked back at James and nodded to show he understood the warning.
James studied him for a few more moments before he said, “All right. Try it a few more times and



I'll let you go.” He stood back and watched Kurt try the turn and kick several more times before waving
his teammate out of the water. “That's enough. Hit the showers.”

Enough as in I'm done for today or done altogether? Kurt followed in silence, nerves twisting his
stomach into knots. He grabbed his towel and toiletries from his locker and debated if it would be
appropriate to ask for an evaluation while they were in the shower.

When James walked into the shower, he chose one near the far wall. Kurt stayed as close to the
door as possible. A tense silence had fallen between them and Kurt drew the inevitable conclusion.
After his performance, James couldn't stand to look at him. He'd been swimming as if he'd just stopped
using his floaties and they both knew it. Now, with his apparent inability to take on even the smallest
lesson, Kurt felt sure it was only a matter of how, not if, James would break the news to him.

It was just as well.  Failing at this would just  be another step in what his father had called his
descent into hell. Another would be the way he found his eyes drawn to James. Through the steam in
the shower, he could just made out the outline of the other man's shoulders and legs, and the delicious
stretch of skin between. It only took a few seconds of imagining helping James wash his back before
Kurt was fighting down his erection, hoping James wouldn't turn on his way out of the shower area and
notice his teammate about to come all over himself like a twelve-year-old after his first wet dream.

Kurt had to watch himself when they returned to the locker room to dress, as well. He'd refrained
from the temptation before, but somehow he knew with only the two of them in the room, he'd never be
able to resist looking at the other man naked. That was the last thing he needed. James was sharp
enough to notice his attention, and in a position to get rid of the team's weak link, if he needed another
excuse. Kurt managed to keep his eyes averted as they both exited the shower area, but he had to force
himself to look into James's eyes rather than stare at his chest when they stopped at their lockers. James
turned to unzip his gym bag and Kurt let his eyes drop to watch the fall of water down his back and the
play of smooth, hard muscles as he pulled out his clothes.

“What do you think about what we did today?” James asked. He glanced over his shoulder. “Do
you think it helped you?”

Kurt snorted. “I can't believe you have to give me swimming lessons to keep me on the team.”
“Stop that,” James said. “They're not lessons, you just need help with technique. And confidence,

apparently. Think about what we went over. If you have spare time, I want you to practice when you
can.” He crossed the distance between them and lifted a hand to Kurt's shoulder. “You need to work on
easing the tension here,” his hand dropped to Kurt's abdomen, just below his ribcage, “and tightening
up the muscles here.” He let his fingers slide down, lingering at Kurt's waist before he pulled away.

When Kurt looked up then, there was a look of feral hunger in James's eyes so intense he stumbled.
Back against the cool locker, he squeezed the towel at his waist just to have something to do with his
hands. He must not,  no matter what his  fevered imaginings were telling him, return that lingering
touch.

James licked his lips. “What are you doing tomorrow night?” 
Oh, God. What is this? He couldn't be...no. 
Kurt took a breath to steady himself. “I'm...not sure. What do you have in mind?”
James took off his towel and turned towards his locker. “Nothing too late. The pool closes at ten, so

I was thinking if we meet at quarter to eight, we can get in a couple of hours before they kick us out.”
Kurt nodded and, realizing James couldn't see him, said, “Yes.” His voice cracked and he cleared

his throat. “If you've got something better to do, I can always practice on my own.”
James turned back halfway and smiled. “It's fine. I'd do it for anyone.”
Right. Anyone. So this is all in my imagination. Good. Great. 
When James looked away again, Kurt chanced another look down. Smooth skin, hard muscles and

soft-to-the-touch hair held his eyes for far longer than he should have allowed. James half-turned again
and Kurt's mouth went dry. Obviously, the hot shower had done something to revive James after the
cool swim. When he looked up again, James was watching him, his eyebrows raised in question. Kurt



turned away, blushing. He got dressed as quickly as he could manage—it was a miracle he was able to
dress without snagging anything crucial on the zipper of his jeans—and walked quickly from the locker
room.


